
 

 
 

 

LTS Continues Prominent Industry Growth and Product Expansion 

 The perfect business model is simple, yet successful    

CITY OF INDUSTRY, CALIF. – LTS is expanding its foothold in the U.S. security market 
starting from one location focused on a single product line in 2009, and now rapidly growing 
to more than 12 offices in North America.  
 
LTS strives to provide the best customer service backed with quality products, superior 
support, and doesn’t plan to stop impacting the U.S. security market.  

 
This year alone, LTS is celebrating new expansions in Georgia, Arizona, and the second office 
in Chicago. 

 
LTS has used a very basic yet powerful service model to attract and retain customers; 
customer service, quality products, and providing total solutions in product selections. 
 
“Our customers can order and get their products the same day,” Gabriel Chen with LTS said. 
“And if they need support or make an exchange, everything is handled very quickly from our 
RMA and fully stocked warehouse. We treat our customers’ projects as our own, and no 
project is too big or too small for us. From pre-sale consultation to post-sale configuration, 
every single department of LTS will spare no effort to ensure a smooth progress and a 
successful completion of the project.”  
 
It’s that business formula that’s making the company more successful. It’s adding more 
employees to its tech and sales teams for added customer service. 
 
Since day one, LTS and its loyal customers have witnessed strong growth and have been 
growing exponentially together. More than a dozen of LTS’ loyal customers made to the 
Fast50 Security Integrators list of SD&I Magazine, after doubling or even tripling their 
business revenue with LTS products, proving the substantial impact of LTS on its customers’ 
soaring business growth. 
 
As part of the business growth, LTS is aiming to provide a total solution and one-stop 
shopping experience to ensure its customers remain competitive. 
 
Efficient, reliable and durable storage plays a vital part in security and video surveillance 
solutions, therefore LTS joined forces with storage industry giants, Western Digital and 
Seagate, to ensure the most reliable security system to be offered to the market. This  



partnership guarantees LTS products with only the most cutting-edge cost-effective storage 
solutions with the most reputable name brands in the storage sector. That’s the pledge and 
advantage LTS customers have relied on.  

Besides partnering with the name brands in storage sector, LTS also entered in 
partnership with several industry-leading surveillance manufacturers: 

Hikvision  

To enrich its video surveillance product line, LTS announced in 2017 Spring that 
it was partnering with Hikvision, the industry-leading supplier of innovative, award-
winning video surveillance products. As LTS continues to offer and strengthen its 
own brand, customers now have full access to Hikvision products. And Hikvision 
customers around the country will have access to the 500-plus LTS staff for expert 
consultation and product support.  

The company plans to continue its distribution model growth as a key to success for its 
customers and expanding alarm and fire markets:  

NAPCO 

In October 2017, LTS entered in a partnership with industry long-standing alarm 
brand, NAPCO. Its award winning StarLink universal commercial alarm reporting 
solutions offer affordable and straightforward alarm setup. According to Security Info 
Watch, “Since 1969, NAPCO has enjoyed a heritage and proven record in the professional 
security community for reliably delivering both advanced technology and high-quality 
security solutions, building many of the industry’s best-known brands. Today, millions 
of businesses, institutions, homes, and people around the globe are protected by 
products from the NAPCO Group of Companies”. The addition of NAPCO line 
further improves LTS’ competitiveness in the security industry, by offering its 
customers a total solution combining superior alarm systems and quality video 
surveillance systems.  

LTS promises security professionals “Unrivaled Growth and Support.” With knowledgeable 
consultants, LTS helps installers, integrators, and security professionals 
drive informed decisions and succeed in the markets they serve.  

Start your journey today! 
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